Greetings Musicians

“Spring Semester” has been something of a misnomer this year, but the flowers will be out sooner than we realize. The Music Collection continues to serve the needs of faculty, staff, and students, though more of you have called or e-mailed rather than come in person. We don’t mind! We are here for you whether you’re snowed in or across the continent for a conference.

— Amy Edmonds

Did you know...?

The Bestseller Collection on the main floor of Bracken Library often has biographies and autobiographies of musicians. This semester you can find biographies & autobiographies of Willie Nelson, Cee Lo Green, Steven Tyler, Jay-Z, Neil Young, Bruce Springsteen, Rod Stewart and Ozzy Osbourne. And hot off the press, Song of Spiderman: The Inside Story of the Most Controversial Musical in Broadway History.

New on Naxos

RCA Records is the latest major label to sign with Naxos for online streaming. Performers include Heifetz, Galway, Rubinstein, The Chicago Symphony, The St. Louis Symphony, and the Guarneri Quartet. For something different, try The Glory (????) of the Human Voice, sung by Florence Foster Jenkins, the New York socialite whose so-bad-they’re good recitals were de rigeur for the elite class in the 1950s.

NML on your mobile device is now even easier. You can use their app or just go to the website and log in.
Selected New CDs:

- **Adventures in Sound**
  - Compact Disc 21783
- **Bach. Complete Organ Works**
  - Alain: Compact Disc 21837
  - Walcha: Compact Disc 21839
- **Cage. Roaratorio**
  - Compact Disc 21797
- **Ce Diabolic Chant**
  - Compact Disc 21904
- **Columbia-Princeton Electronic Music Center Tenth Anniversary**
  - Compact Disc 21777
- **Concertos for Guitar**
  - Compact Disc 21334
- **Frid. Diary of Anne Frank**
  - Compact Disc 21786
- **Honegger. Melodies et chansons**
  - Compact Disc 21057
- **Johnson. John Somebody**
  - Compact Disc 21948
- **Johnson. Patty Hearst**
  - Compact Disc 21949
- **Lunar Saxophone Quartet. These Visions**
  - Compact Disc 21793
- **Orchid Ensemble. Heartland**
  - Compact Disc 21884
- **Rutter. Christmas Festival**
  - Compact Disc 21872

New Music DVDs in Educational Resources:

- **Alfano. Cyrano de Bergerac**
  - DVD Video 11445
- **Blue Hawaii**
  - (1961)
  - DVD Video 11528
- **Choi. Eternal Tao: A Multi-Media Opera**
  - DVD Video 11399
- **DCI ’13 World Championships**
  - DVD Video 11508 & 11509
- **Frank Zappa: A Token of his Extreme**
  - (1974)
  - DVD Video 11564
- **Ghetto Theresienstadt**
  - (1997)
  - DVD Video 11378

New on Naxos Music Library

- **Baroque Music for Trumpets**
  - Sony 827969262023
- **Bellini. Masses, Salve Regina**
  - Bongiovanni GB2295-2
- **Bloch. Piano Quintets 1 & 2**
  - Musiques Suisses MGB 6203
- **Bolling. Suite for Cello & Jazz Piano Trio**
  - (Ma. Bolling)
  - Sony 074643905923
- **Bream & Williams. Together Again**
  - RCA 888880758767
- **Chopin. Mazurkas**
  - (Kapell)
  - RCA 888880762832
- **Chopin. Nocturnes**
  - (Rubinstein)
  - RCA 884977564013
- **Chopin. Nocturnes (Rubinstein)**
  - RCA 884977564013
- **Foster Jenkins. The Glory(???) of the Human Voice**
  - RCA 88644125239
- **Galway. Music for my Friends**
  - RCA 09026688821
- **Mozart. Sinfonia Concertante**
  - (Heifetz, Primrose)
  - RCA 886972923321
- **Nielsen. Chamber Music for Winds**
  - (Complete)
  - CPO 77872-2
- **Rameau. Suites from Operas**
  - Chamber Orchestra of Philadelphia COP069
- **The Royal Philharmonic Plays Pink Floyd**
  - RCA 828768888728
- **The Sea in Music**
  - Naxos 8.578269-70
- **Soundtrack. Monuments Men**
  - Sony 88644332347
- **Stainer. Gone with the Wind**
  - RCA 078635045222
- **Verdi. Luisa Miller**
  - (Met/Cabellé)
  - Sony 886443263758
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### Selected New Books:

- **Bacon. Stratocaster Guitar Book**  
  *ML 1015 .G9 B3319 2010*
- **Bozeman. Practical Vocal Acoustics**  
  *MT 820 .B795 2013*
- **Brinkman. Making Musical Apps**  
  *MT 41 .B75 2012*
- **Dawkins. Eminem: The Real Slim Shady**  
  *ML 520 .E56 D38 2013*
- **Dunbar. Women, Music, Culture: An Introduction**  
  *ML 82 .D86 2011*
- **The Emotional Power of Music**  
  *ML 3830 .E48 2013*
- **Exploring Bach’s B-Minor Mass**  
  *ML 410 .B13 E97 2013*
- **Fogg. Jazz Guitar Handbook**  
  *MT 580 .F64 J39 2013*
- **Foster. Wind Bands of the World**  
  *ML 1300 .F67 2013*
- **Friedmann. Music in the Hebrew Bible**  
  *ML 166 .F76 2014*
- **Gardiner. Bach**  
  *ML 410 .B1 G34 2013*
- **Heller. Music in the Baroque**  
  *ML 193 .H44 2014*
- **Howe. Women Music Educators in the United States**  
  *MT 3 .U5 H77 2014*
- **Morley. The Prehistory of Music**  
  *ML 3800 .M782 2013*

### Selected New Scores:

- **Brown. The Last Five Years**  
  *M 1508 .B76 L3 2002*
- **Dick Hyman's Century of Jazz Piano Transcribed!**  
  *M 20 .H96 D35 2012*
- **Harris. Third Symphony**  
  *M 1001 .H3 no.3 1940*
- **Hindemith. Symphonia Serena**  
  *M 1001 .H66 S65 1947*
- **Hindemith. Trauermusik**  
  *M 1115 .H56 T7 2006*
- **Liszt, ed. Haselböck. Complete Works for Organ**  
  *M 6 .L57 H3 Bd. 1-7*
- **Malipiero. Fantasie Concertanti**  
  *M 1045 .M25 F18 1955*
- **Mulet. Esquisse Byzantines**  
  *M 9 .M65 E8 1920*
- **Persichetti. Symphony for Strings**  
  *M 1101 .P47 no.5 1955*
- **Prokofiev. Piano Sonatas**  
  *M 23 .P93 op. 29 1950z M 23 .P93 op. 38 1950z M 23 .P93 op. 83 1950z M 23 .P93 op. 103 1950z*
- **Ran. Song and Dance: Duo for Saxophones and Percussion**  
  *M 298. R36 S6 2009*

### Selected New Popular Music CDs:

- **Beatles. Live at the BBC, vol. 2**  
  *Compact Disc 21850*
- **Bradbery. Danielle Bradbery**  
  *Compact Disc 21915*
- **Broadway Cast. Last 5 Years**  
  *Compact Disc 21753*
- **Cake. Motorcade of Generosity**  
  *Compact Disc 21820*
- **Drake. Nothing was the Same**  
  *Compact Disc 21751*
- **Eminem. The Marshall Mathers LP 2**  
  *Compact Disc 21828*
- **Groban. All That Echoes**  
  *Compact Disc 21844*
- **Hayworth, Rita. Songs**  
  *Compact Disc 21249*
- **Lorde. Pure Heroine**  
  *Compact Disc 21847*
- **Mok, Karen. Without You**  
  *Compact Disc 18583*
- **Monâe. Electric Lady**  
  *Compact Disc 21750*
- **Niyaz. Niyaz**  
  *Compact Disc 21893*
- **Souleyman. Wenu Wenu**  
  *Compact Disc 21913*
- **Soundtrack. Frozen**  
  *Compact Disc 21856*
- **Schuman, W. Undertow**  
  *M 1520 .S395 US 1946*
- **The Student Singer: 25 Songs in English for Classical Voice High:**  
  *M 1619 .S785 2011*
- **The Student Singer: 25 Songs in English for Classical Voice Low:**  
  *M 1619 .S784 2011*
- **Soundtrack. Girl Crazy (1942)**  
  *Compact Disc 21258*
- **Soundtrack. Road No. 1 (Korea)**  
  *Compact Disc 19704*
- **System of a Down. Steal this Album!**  
  *Compact Disc 21824*
- **Trampled by Turtles. Trouble**  
  *Compact Disc 21789*
- **West, Kanye. Yeezus**  
  *Compact Disc 21822*
- **Zombie, Rob. Regeneration Vendor**  
  *Compact Disc 21817*

### To request a book, score, CD, or DVD

- e-mail the music librarian or click “Suggestions” on the Libraries’ Home Page

For monthly updates go to:  
[http://liblink.bsu.edu/newlist/](http://liblink.bsu.edu/newlist/)
# Music Collection News

## Selected New Books from the General Collection:

- **Acevedo-Muñoz, West Side Story as Cinema**<br>PN 1997 .W456 A93 2013
- **Hendy. Noise: A Human History of Sound and Listening**<br>BF 323 .L5 H46 2013
- **Proposals that Work: A Guide for Planning Dissertations and Grant Proposals**<br>Q180.55 .P7 L63 2014
- **Twale. Faculty Guide for Succeeding in Academe**<br>LB 1778 .T87 2013

## Featured CDs

- **The Orchid Ensemble. Heartland**<br>Compact Disc 21884
- **The Orchid Ensemble consists of Lan Tung, (left) erhu, Mei Han (center), zheng, and Jonathan Bernard (right), on marimba and percussion. Together they blend Chinese, Javanese and European traditions in original compositions and arrangements of Chinese classics.**

## Featured DVDs

- **Ghetto Theresienstadt: Deception and Reality**<br>DVD Video 11378
- **Refuge in Music**<br>DVD Video 11407
- **Shanghai Story**<br>DVD Video 11340
- **Give me the Banjo**<br>DVD Video 11447

## Forte. By Forte

- **Compact Disc 21900**
- **Three classically-trained tenors formed a group to compete on last season’s America’s Got Talent television show. They made it to the finals and finished in fourth place. With arrangements reminiscent of crossover sensation Il Divo, this self-titled debut album promises to be the first of many that will introduce the operatic sound to more audiences.**

## John Somebody, by Scott Johnson (1982)

- **Compact Disc 21948**
- **Tape loops in 1982 were actual tapes, and “sampling” meant cutting up pieces of tape. Scott Johnson’s John Somebody used short snippets of conversation, snipped into even shorter phonemes then fashioned into melodic motives. Electric guitars, percussion and winds flesh out the work’s movements. After the success of John Somebody, Scott Johnson was asked to supply the soundtrack for a movie based on Patty Hearst’s life as a captive of the Synbionese Liberation Army. The result plus some added tracks can be heard on Johnson’s album, Patty Hearst: Compact Disc 21949.**

## Give me the Banjo, by Scott Johnson

- **Compact Disc 21949**
- **Narrated by Steve Martin, this video explores the history of the banjo from its African roots to the present day, with famous performers.**

## All This and World War II

- **Was a dismal failure as a feature film. In the film, Beatles songs covered by other artists accompany images from World War II. The juxtaposition was just too absurd for audiences, but the soundtrack was a moderate success: Compact Disc 21921.**

---

**For updates, visit the MC blog:**

http://bsumc.blogspot.com